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Top 5 Active AI Bulls – April 2021 

1. The new leader of the pack is Coulee Crest Conqueror Logo, a popular commercial 
choice with well-balanced production and health traits and quality type traits to match. 
Logo leads at +64GPTI aided by a strong +450M, +2.2PL and 2.85SCC. Also the top A2A2 
bull, Logo is an udder improver at +0.9UDC and sires strong feet and legs at +1.4FL. He is 
in the top five active sires for Livability at a superb +2.3 and also sires a unique 
combination of very low Stature (-2.7) with positive Strength. You can also look to Logo 
to sire shallow, youthful udders with strong attachments. Logo is son of Guernsey Island 
bull, Conqueror, from the breed’s only third-generation 40,000M cow, Coulee Crest AP 
Lorilee EX-90, making him a brother to other popular sires Latimer and Ernie. At the 
time of this writing, Logo had 68 appraised daughters in the United States, with half 
scored GP-80 or higher. He was bred by Coulee Crest LLC of Cashton, Wisconsin, and 
semen is available through Genex. 

2. Just one point shy of the top spot is Ripley Farms Jag Newton. Newton is a relative 
newcomer to the Active List and also a well-balanced bull for production and type, with 
some highly desirable health traits to match. Newton is the #1 Active Bull for Productive 
Life at +3.8 and #2 for DPR as well as Net Merit and Cheese Merit. He maintains a 
respectable +295M as well as siring functional feet and legs and youthful mammary 
systems. Newton is a Jaguar son of a VG-85 full sister to Navarro and Navajo, making his 
second dam the EX-91 Lang Haven Les Nicolette-ET. Newton’s dam has a best record in 
365 days of 27,880M 1,123F and 886P. Newton has just nine appraised daughters, but 
six are scored GP-80 or better, with all but one having GP or VG feet and legs. He was 
bred by Daniel E Ripley of Moravia, New York, and semen is available through Select 
Sires.  

3. Moziers Spider Kingston remains the veteran of the top group due to unwavering 
strength of production. Kingston remains the #1 bull for Fat and Protein pounds thanks 
to a top-five Milk of +734 and positive component percentages. This helps him remain 
the #3 Active sire for Cheese Merit and Net Merit as well. Kingston daughters have 
corresponding high values for Rear Udder Width and Height, and he will also shorten 
teats and add dairy form to your herd. Kingston is a Spider son of a VG-88 Challenge 
with over 115,000M lifetime production with a 4.7%F and 3.7%P. Kingston now has 59 
appraised daughters, including just over half GP-80 or higher and three Excellents. He 
was bred by Dr. John O Mozier of Louisburg, Kansas, and semen is available from Golden 
State Breeders and Guernsey Marketing Service. 

4. Dairyman Dawson Jordy-ET makes his Active debut at the #4 spot thanks to excellence 
in health traits and components. Jordy ranks in the top three for all the major health 
traits, including being the #1 Active sire for DPR at +3.0 and Livability at +3.4. He is also 
the #1 sire for Fat % at an astounding +.20, as well as Cheese and Net Merit. Despite 
being slightly low for total milk production, Jordy daughters are bound to outstrip their 
herdmates for Fat while maintaining high-quality SCC. Jordy will also dramatically 
decrease frame size for modern-style cows with youthful udders. He is a Dawson son of 
a VG-85 Alstar with over 22,000M and 1,000F in her 1-08 record. The next dam is a GP 



Bingo with 5.2%F and 3.8%P at 2-00. Jordy starts with seven appraised daughters, all but 
one with GP-81 or better feet and legs. He was bred by Hoard’s Dairyman Farm of Fort 
Atkinson, Wisconsin, and semen is available from Hoard’s or Guernsey Marketing 
Service. 

5. Ripley Farms Pie C Toby has returned to the top five this run thanks to siring daughters 
who produce high-quality milk with functional type traits. He is a top-five SCC bull at 
2.73 as well as Fat at +17 pounds and +.06%. This keeps him in the top five for Cheese 
Merit and Net Merit as well. He is also a top-five bull for Foot and Leg Composite at 
+1.8, boosted by a stellar S1.3 for Rear Legs – Rear View, and ideal set to the leg. Toby is 
also positive for milk pounds with a strong +2.1PL. He is a rare American Pie son in AI, 
and out of the EX-90 GSD Ripley Farms Aron Coni Tina-ET; an Aaron daughter of the 
legendary brood cow, Low Brook Goldfoot Conny EX-90. Tina has records to 36,000M 
1,450F and 1,190P. Toby also has several VG and EX maternal sisters with strong records 
of their own. Toby now has 44 appraised daughters, with over half being GP-80 or better 
and an overall average F&L score of 81. He was bred by Kyle Ripley of Moravia, New 
York, and semen is available through Genex.  

 
Top Five Genomic Young Sires – April 2021 

1. Destined for genetic greatness, Coulee Crest Tsunami-ETV makes his debut at the top 
spot thanks to a packed pedigree enhancing superior production and type traits. In the 
long list of 56 genomic young sires, Tsunami is a top-five bull for Milk at +568, Fat at 
+37, and Protein at +22; in addition to being the #2 young sire for Cheese and Net Merit. 
He also shows a respectable +1.9PL and a quality SCC of 2.88. Additionally, he is a top-
five bull for FLC at +1.6 and will sire youthful, well-attached mammary systems. Tsunami 
will be one of the first commercially available sons of #1 CPI Cow Coulee Crest Pilot 
Lava-ET VG-88, already a household name for her genetic prowess, show ring success 
and high production. He is sired by a top young sire, Toby Keith. Tsunami was bred by 
Coulee Crest LLC and will soon be released by Semex.  

2. On the opposite side of the spectrum, Ripley Farms Sunrise Rival is the old-timer on the 
genomic young sire list at #2, with strong production traits. Rival is the #1 bull for Milk at 
+886, Fat at +39 and Protein at +31. He also has a quality SCC and Cheese and Net Merit. 
He is a Sunrise son of an EX-91 92MS Land of Living P Garrett-ET daughter of “Conny” 
EX-90. Rival has several Excellent and high VG sisters at Ripley Farms. Rival was released 
later in life after a genomic test discovered his potential and does have a few milking 
daughters contributing to his numbers. He was bred by Dan and Shari Ripley and very 
limited supply is available from Dr. George McKenna of Albion, New York. 

3. Following Rival is a distant relative, Ripley Farms Networth C Theo. Theo is a young bull 
who packs a punch in components and health traits. Despite somewhat reducing overall 
Milk, Theo remains a top-five Fat Pounds bull at +32 thanks to a breed-leading +.21%F. 
He is the #1 genomic sire for Cheese and Net Merit as well and is in the top five for 
Livability at +1.9. He also has a strong DPR of +1.2 and low SCC of 2.73. When it comes 
to type, look to Theo to improve feet and legs with a +1.4FLC. He will also improve the 
strength and youthfulness of udder attachments and sire moderate-framed cows. Theo 
is a rare Net Worth son from a VG-88 GSD Double L with records to 1,100F. The next 



dam is the EX-90 GSD Aaron dam of #5 Active AI sire, Toby, then “Conny” EX-90. Theo 
has just started his career, with the oldest daughters being born in Fall 2020. He was 
bred by Kyle Ripley, and semen is available from Guernsey Gold Sires on the AGA 
website.  

4. Coulee Crest Richard Checkmate is another newcomer to the genomic young sire list 
and takes the #4 spot with excellent total production and health traits, as well as a 
unique pedigree. A strong Milk bull at +564, Checkmate ranks in the top five genomic 
bulls for Protein at +20 and Cheese and Net Merit. He also has desirable health traits, 
including +0.9DPR and +4.0PL. Checkmate is in the top five for Udder Depth at S1.7, and 
will improve several other traits, such as Strength (while siring negative stature), Leg 
Set, Foot Angle, and Fore Udders. Checkmate is a Richard son out of a GP Logo who 
made over 23,000M with a 5.2% Fat test at 1-11. The next dam is a VG-87 Yogibear with 
over 169,000M lifetime, with a 4.6% Fat test. Checkmate was bred by Coulee Crest LLC 
and is available from Guernsey Gold Sires.  

5. Springhill James Dean-ETV has held his own on the young sire list thanks to stellar Type 
with well-balanced production and health traits. He is a top-five component percentage 
bull at +.18%F and +.08%P. He does this with a +2.8PL and low SCC. While these traits 
are on their own desirable, James Dean truly shines in Type, with a +1.2PTAT and breed-
leading +1.8UDC. He is also in the top five for FLC at +1.5. James Dean is the top bull for 
Fore Udders at +2.5 and Udder Depth at S3.1. He is the highest PTI of three full brothers 
on the genomic young sire list, being a Herald son of Springhill Mentor Jazzy-ET EX-95, 
known for both her All-American status as well as a class-leading record in Protein. The 
next dam is of course the legendary brood cow, Dix Lee Tiller Joke EX-93. James Dean 
has yet to record any registered offspring but was a popular flush choice from the 
moment of his release, so expect to see them soon. He was bred by Springhill of Big 
Prairie, Ohio, and semen is available from STGenetics.  

 
Top Five Genomic CPI Cows – April 2021 
Once again, we choose to pay special attention to those females who have been genomic 
tested. The full CPI lists, including those not tested, are available on the website. However, 
these cows and heifers are recognized for proven genetic prowess, many of which wouldn’t 
have been discovered if not for that genomic test! Testing is more accessible than ever at $35, 
which includes a flight of traits, including A2! Contact AGA today to get your testing done! 
 

1. Coulee Crest Pilot Lava-ET VG-88 continues to hold the #1 CPI spot overall and of 
genomic-tested cows in April. A truly impressive cow on paper and in person, Lava 
combines breed-leading production and type, a strong, yet unique pedigree, and proven 
brood cow success at a young age to achieve this ranking. Her +126GCPI is boosted by 
+879M, +51F and +30P. She is a high-ranking NM$ cow at +329. She is also positive 
Livability with a quality SCC. She is amongst leading Type cows, as well, at +1.1PTAT, 
+1.5UDC and +1.8FLC. She has a best record of 4-01 365D 3X 27,730M 5.8% 1,618F 3.9% 
1,071P. She was also Nominated Junior All-American in 2019. Lava is the dam of #1 
Genomic Young Sire, Tsunami, as well as the top two CPI heifers. Recently, embryos and 
choices from Lava and her two top daughters fetched tremendous prices for their 



consignors to the Wisconsin Video Calf Sale – proving her value and name recognition. 
Lava has a very remarkable pedigree, being a Lindrian Grumpy Pilot-ET daughter of a 
GP-84 GSD Laredo with over 142,000M 5.6%F and 3.7%P lifetime production. The next 
dam is Flambeau Manor Decision Lori-ET EX-90 GSD, known for being a foundation to 
the “L” family at Coulee Crest. Lava is bred and owned by Coulee Crest LLC.  

2. Rozelyn Aaron Villa EX-94 2E has also maintained her spot on this list for April at 
+111GCPI. Slow and steady has won the race for this 10-year-old cow with six 
completed lactations totaling over 157,000M lifetime, with a 5.3%F and 3.8%P. Some of 
Villa’s genetic highlights include +.24%F, +.09%P, +2.4PL and +372CM$. She also has a 
quality 2.85SCS and +1.0PTAT, including a +1.4UDC and +2.0FLC. Villa has been the Total 
Performance Cow at NGS-Puyallup three times, and also won her class there in 2016. 
She has two Excellent daughters by Gotcha and Ladys Man, both with 91-point udders 
and over 5.0%F and 3.7%P. Villa is an Aaron daughter of an EX-91 Samson with over 
185,000M lifetime production. She was recognized as a Gold Star Dam in 2016. Villa is 
bred and owned by Rozelyn Farm of Lynden, Washington. 

3. Dairyman Novak 3311 Dinero GP-84 holds the #3 spot on her own this run at +110GCPI. 
She achieves this ranking of double her PA thanks to that genomic test that could have 
predicted her Yield Deviations of +4,037M +125F and +133P over herdmates. Other 
genetic highlights include +1,023M, +33F, +37P, +240NM$ and +0.9PTAT. She also has a 
+1.4UDC and +2.7FLC. Dinero has a 2-08 record in 365 days at 26,260M 4.4% 1,168F 
3.7% 969P. She is a Novak out of a Superman daughter, then a Nacho with records to 
23,880M and 1,068F. She is bred and owned by Hoard’s Dairyman Farm. 

4. Herdmate Dairyman Phonze 3225 Jaiden GP-83 comes in at #4 the same month she 
achieves a Gold Star Dam recognition. Jaiden also has stellar Yield Deviations of 
+1,036M +89F and +80P, thanks to a second lactation 2-11 record in just 296 days of 
21,840M 5.1% 1,122F 3.9% 851P. Other highlights include a +647M +.07%F +42F +.10%P 
and +39P, as well as a +2.6PL, +363CM$ and +1.0FLC. Jaiden is a Phonze daughter from a 
Turley with two records over 20,000M, 4.8%F and 3.6%P; then the VG-85 Alstar dam of 
#4 Active Sire, Jordy. She is bred and owned by Hoard’s Dairyman Farm. 

5. Jaiden’s relative, Dairyman V I P 2512 Jazzer GP-81 comes in at the #5 GCPI cow with 
+103, making this family’s mark on the index list! An older cow, Jazzer was recognized as 
a Gold Star Dam in 2018, with less overall milk production but top-notch components 
and health traits. Highlights include a +.16%F, +.09%P, +3.7DPR, +6.1PL, +489CM$, 
+4.2LIV and 2.70 SCS, all staggering extremes while maintaining positive Milk. Jazzer’s 
first record was at just 1-08, but her best record to date was at 3-07 in 365 days with 
28,060M 5.4% 1,523F 3.9% 1,101P. Jazzer has two daughters scored GP in their first 
lactation, a Copper with a 2-01 record at 6.1%F and 3.8%P and a Profit with a 1-10 
record at 5.0%F and 3.8%P. She is a V I P daughter of the VG-85 Alstar dam of Jordy, 
then a GP-83 Bingo. She is also bred and owned by Hoard’s Dairyman Farm. 

 
Top 10 Genomic Heifers – April 2021 
The previous two runs, we have highlighted more heifers, due to the dominance of #1 CPI cow 
and brood cow extraordinaire, “Lava.” However, with more genomic testing, other genetic lines 
have stepped up their game! 



1. Of course, Lava does still have the top two heifers, both sired by Toby Keith. The first at 
+95GCPI is Coulee Crest FF Lavas Lindsey-ETV, bred by Coulee Crest LLC and owned by 
James and Linda Van Patter of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. Lindsey achieves her spot thanks 
to well-rounded traits and slightly higher health traits than her closely following sisters. 
She boasts a +435M, +.10%F, +38F, +.05%P and +23P. She is also positive for PTAT and 
has a respectable +325NM$. She was born in April 2020.  

2. Coulee Crest FF Lavas Lynn-ETV is also owned by James and Linda Van Patter, and is just 
one point shy of full sister Lindsey. She is higher for production traits, including +627M, 
and +.11%F, as well as a +0.8PTAT, but is slightly knocked for her health traits compared 
to Lindsey. She was born in May 2020. 

3. GR-Dairyman Coin 4871 Lane is tied at #2 with +94GCPI, but shows similar traits to the 
full sisters at the top. She is +639M with a +.08%F +43F. She is also +1.5PL and +1.1LIV, 
as well as +1.2FLC. This is Lane’s GCPI debut, as she was born in December 2020. She is a 
Coin daughter of a Logo with 19,000M 5.2%F 3.9%P at 2-01. The next dam is a VG-87 
Vampire with over 100,00M lifetime production, including a 5.4%F and 3.8%P. Lane is 
bred and owned by Hoard’s Dairyman Farm. 

4. Coulee Crest TK Shawna-ETV is another full sister to the top heifer and comes in just 
slightly under her at +93GCPI. Her production is more moderated at +189M, but she 
shows a fantastic +.20%F, keeping her +45F and +319NM$. Shawna was born in June 
2020 and is bred and owned by Coulee Crest LLC. 

5. GR-Dairyman Coin 4525 Lucena is the #5 heifer at +89GCPI and is a full sister to the 
#2(T) heifer, Lane. Similar to Shawna, Lucena is also more moderated for production but 
has a quality +.07%F and +0.7PTAT. Lucena was born in October 2019 and is bred and 
owned by Hoard’s Dairyman Farm. 

6. Coulee Crest TK Cindy-ETV represents a new maternal bloodline on this list and comes 
in with a +88GCPI carried by stellar production. Cindy has a +834M, +36F and +28P, as 
well as a quality 2.85SCS and +0.4LIV. She is also positive for Type. She is a Toby Keith 
maternal sister to #4 genomic young sire, Checkmate, making her a daughter of a GP-83 
Logo with over 23,000M at 1-11. The next dam is a VG-87 Yogibear. Born in March 2020, 
Cindy was bred by Coulee Crest LLC and is owned by Ferme Imperiale Senc of Noyan, 
Quebec, Canada. 

7. Dairyman Jordy 4396 Phiance comes from a stellar pedigree, but still outstripped her 
parent average with a +87GCPI. As could be expected from her pedigree, she shines in 
components and health traits with respectable type. Highlights include an elite +.23%F 
and +.12%P, and strong DPR of +1.0. She also has a stellar +4.1PL, +2.0LIV and +368CM$. 
Phiance is a June 2019 daughter of #4 Active sire Jordy, then top-50 CPI cow Dairyman 
HP Legend Pheature-ET VG-86. The next dam is the VG-88 Spider dam of popular AI bull, 
Phonze. Phiance was bred by Hoard’s Dairyman Farm and is owned by Pine Tree Dairy, 
Marshallville, Ohio. 

8. Tied with Phiance at #7 is another Toby Keith from Lava, Coulee Crest TK Selena-ETV. 
Selena has well-balanced production and health traits, with slightly lower Type than her 
sisters, at +547M, +.11%F and +296NM$. Born in June 2020, she is owned by Ferme 
Madrice of St Germain, Quebec.  



9. Another fresh maternal line is represented in #9, Golden I Coin Liebe. Bred for stellar 
production and health traits, Liebe matches that and more in her genomic evaluation at 
+86GCPI, with +236M, +.10%F, +2.6DPR, +4.2PL and +364CM$. She also has a quality 
2.73SCC, +1.4HCR, +2.7CCR and +2.6LIV, and is positive for PTAT. Liebe is a Coin 
daughter from a Jonathan with records to 5.3%F and 3.8%P. The next dam is #11(T) CPI 
Cow, Golden I Sunrise Leora EX-90 GSD, dam of former #1 bull London and currently 
making her mark as a brood cow. Liebe was born in April 2019 and is bred and owned by 
Idle Gold Associates of Letts, Iowa. 

10. Another Toby Keith from Lava rounds out the top 10 – Coulee Crest TK Sophia-ETV. 
Sophia is similarly indexed to Selena at +85GCPI with +523M, +.07%F and +297NM$. 
Born in April 2020, she is owned by Ferme Imperiale Senc.  


